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SPANISH EUROPEAN POLICY DURING THE GOVERNMENT OF FELIPE
GONZALEZ: BALANCING BETWEEN EUROPEAN AND NATIONAL INTERESTS

Стаття висвітлює європейську політику Іспанії під час уряду Феліпе Гонсалеса.
Особлива увага приділяється дослідженню реформістського імпульсу, який передував
входженню Королівства Іспанії до ЄС; консервативному та соціоліберальному періоду
політики уряду після залучення до ЄС; а також головування Іспанії в Раді
Європейського Союзу в 1989 та 1995 роках.

Переглядаючи наслідки перебування Іспанії в ЄС з позиції національних інтересів
країни, автор робить висновки, що Іспанія отримала максимальну користь від
політики ЄС завдяки прагненням уряду Феліпе Гонсалеса збалансувати європейські та
національні інтереси країни.

Ключові слова: ЄЕС/ЄС, соціалістична ера, європеїзм, національні інтереси,
європейський структурний фонд та фонд гуртування, інтеграція.

Paul Heywood, giving political and academic analysis to the government and politics of
Spain, noted that Spain's emergence as an international power is of very recent origin. Under
the dictatorship, Spanish foreign policy had been subordinated to the domestic demands of the
regime and was mainly aimed at securing international recognition. Spanish foreign policy
experienced world recognition and became externally reoriented only after the death of
Francisco Franco. However, according to Juan Carlos Pereira Castanares and Pedro Martinez
Lillo, the most fundamental changes, modernity and global strategy of the external actions
were introduced by the Socialist government of Felipe Gonzalez between 1982-1996 [1].

The object of our research is Spanish European policy during the Presidency of Felipe
Gonzalez. The duration of the government, headed by Felipe Gonzalez (four consecutive
legislations from 1982 to 1996) is outstanding and has no analogues in contemporary Spanish
history. The studies of Ester Barbe, Julio Crespo MacLermon (Spanish historians), and
Walther Bernecker (German historian) have characterized it as the era of Gonzalez. Charles
Powell (Spanish-English historian, senior analyst of the Real Instituto Elcano in Madrid) has
named this period the Socialist era; and Ignacio Sotelo (Spanish-German historian) has
defined the personal style of Gonzalez's governance as Felipismo [2].

The PSOE (Spanish Socialist Workers' Party) won the elections with an absolute
majority in 1982. On the inauguration day of 30th of November 1982, Felipe Gonzalez, as a
new prime-minister, confirmed the European goal of Spain and the intention to overcome the
obstacles on the way to the EC accession. The PSOE program set the clear goal of entering
the Community and made it the centerpiece of the foreign policy, which gave a new impetus
to the negotiations towards the EC, started in February 1962 under Franco's regime [3].

The government of Felipe Gonzalez was between 1982-1996. Here we may outline two
phases, separated by the year of 1988: during the period of 1982-1988 the socialist
government put forth fundamental efforts to define the model of foreign and European policy;
and during 1988-1986 they implemented and adhered to that model [4].
The distinguishing feature of the Socialist policy towards the European Union, as Carlos

Closa put it, is "wrapping the national interest in a federalist discourse". Citing Gonzalez's
work, Carlos Closa specified that a long-lasting contradiction between national [Spanish] and
EC interests aggravated the way toward common advantages and reduced the efficiency of
negotiations  over  the  EC  membership  [5].  Therefore,  the  PSOE  set  the  goal  of  meeting
national and European interests and projecting this kind of synergy "into the domestic sphere



and in the EU itself [6].
The research question is: Were Spain's national and European components well-

represented, under-represented or a balance achieved between them?
In order to answer the research question we have divided the paper into three chapters.

The chapter division corresponds to the PSOE legislative chronology:
Chapter 1. covers the pre-accessional period, namely the first presidency of Felipe

Gonzalez (1982-1986), when a strong European platform was established. Europe was
perceived as "the solution" to Spanish "problems" and political imperatives and general
enthusiasm around the desirability of the EC membership prevailed over economic
considerations.

Chapter 2. covers the period between 1987-1992, and studies the results of the EC full
membership and Spanish EC/EU Presidency in 1989. Enthusiasm and the "simple-mindedness"
typical of early 1980s, were replaced with a realistic approach and resoluteness in defending
national interests.

Chapter 3. overviews the period of the fourth legislature of the PSOE (1993-1996) and
analyses the second Spanish EC/EU Presidency (1995). Although PSOE suffered deterioration
and the Spanish presidency in 1995 was not as glorious and innovative as it was in 1989, Spain
succeeded in consolidating its position and prestige within the Union.

The main conclusion of the present paper is that the reformist success of the Spanish
European policy pursued by the government of Felipe Gonzalez was achieved thanks to the
strategy aimed at balancing the national and European interests.

1. Spanish European policy during 1982-1986
If the success of the social and economic policies of the PSOE government might be

disputable, there is no doubt about successfulness of the foreign policy, where entering the
European Community and becoming its equal member were established as priorities of the
Socialist government. In 1975, when Francisco Franco died, the Spanish transition towards
democracy began. The meaning of Europe under new circumstances was able to reflect
political changes in Spain and get adapted to them: since that time striving for democracy,
modernization and international projection became Spanish most cherished European
aspirations. Those aspirations developed Spanish "Europeanist" approach.

In 1982, when the PSOE, headed by Felipe Gonzalez, won the elections and the party
got absolute majority in the Parliament, the government set the goal to enter the Community
during its first legislature. Although Spain achieved the criterion of a country with institutions
which guarantee democracy, democracy was not the only condition for becoming an equal
member of the Community. Spain was obliged to fit the requirements set by the Common
Market, and overcome the fears of other member-states about the Iberian enlargement [7].
Citing Charles Powell, in order to prove Spain's consistency to the Community members, the
socialist government "was to convince them that it [the government] was a constructive,
responsible partner, capable of developing a "Europeanist" approach which transcended
narrow national interest" [8], i.e. Spain had to prove that it would be neither "another Greece,
nor enfant terrible", as Esther Barbe remarked [9], and would support initiatives for further
deepening of the EC, and the single market program.

Alfred Tovias, focusing on economic aspects of the Spanish accession into the European
Community, emphasized that the accession never happens in vacuum. The socialist
government of Felipe Gonzalez stuck together with the policy of their predecessor - the UCD
government (the Union of the Democratic Center) - in order to increase the level of flexibility
of the economy and adopt a VAT system of taxation. During the first premiership of Felipe
Gonzalez a regular VAT rate was set as 12 per cent, which was low by the EC standards.
Besides, since 1981 Spain had been receiving the EC aid through the European Investment
Bank [10]. All together helped to reinforce "Europeanist" approach of Spain.

Fully keeping with the above strategy, Gonzalez fostered the Spanish integration with



building good relationship with such powerful allies as Helmut Kohl and Francois
Mitterrand.

The year of 1983 was one of the most important for establishing bilateral relations with
Germany and France. During this year Felipe Gonzalez visited European countries and the
USA.

On May 3,1983, the Spanish prime-minister paid the official visit to German Chancellor
Helmut Kohl. The Spanish premier announced the changes in anti-NATO policy of the PSOE and
gave his approval to Chancellor's decision to deploy Pershing and Cruise missiles on German soil.
Helmut Kohl, in his turn, facilitated Spanish-French bilateral relations and supported Spanish EC
aspirations at the European Council in Stuttgart, which took place on 17-19 June 1983 [11].

The European Council in Stuttgart (1983) and the European Council in Fontainebleau (1984),
dealing with budgetary issues, contributed to Spanish accession on the Communitarian level. The
European Council in Stuttgart under German presidency brought important impulse for further
negotiations over Spanish inclusion [12].

Antonio Alonso in his studies on the history of Spain's EC accession, states that despite the
vagueness of the accession date, the European Council in Stuttgart favored the membership of both
Spain and Portugal. There, Kohl, as Spain's ally, suggested the increase of the Communitarian
resources and linked the Iberian enlargement to the budgetary reforms [13]. Consequently, the
European Council in Fontainebleau under French presidency (25-26 June, 1984) was a hopeful end
to the Spanish negotiations on the accession [14].

For Spain the 1985-year-motto was to enter the European Community by any means. Yet the
negotiations with the EC often touched upon general principles of the Common Market, adjusting
the Spanish economy to the system of European tariffs, meanwhile national interests, namely,
agriculture and fishery were left unsolved; and even if an agreement took place, it was preliminary
and should be re-examined later. It is obvious, that during the pre-accessional period, "political
imperatives and general enthusiastic consensus around the desirability of membership prevailed
over economic considerations" [15]. As Charles Powell remarks, in order to gain EU favorable
disposition toward Spain, the Spanish prime-minister Felipe Gonzalez followed the advice of
Margaret Thatcher, who had told him in 1985 that, "rather than fight for favorable accession terms,
it made better sense to join the European club at the earliest possible opportunity, with a view to
renegotiating those terms at a later date, from inside" [16].

On January 1, 1986, having joined the Community, Spain involved itself into new
"transitional" period: since that time Spanish agenda in Brussels was to renegotiate the
conditions of the accession, what happened to be very exhausting and long-lasting; for example,
fishery issue took about 17 years to come to the point [17].

2. Spanish European Policy during 1987-1989
As the Socialists managed to fulfill their promise to make Spain a member of the

Community by the year of 1986, it is not surprisingly, that the next elections (June 1986) brought
them victory again. The absolute majority of the PSOE, gained in 1986, consolidated
distinguishing features of the Spanish political system: the centralization of powers and th
dominance of the Executive - characteristics, reinforced by the process of European integration
[18].

Despite inflow of foreign investments and acceleration of the economy during "three golden
years" of the Spanish boom (1987-1989), the fastest in Western Europe that time, the accession hurt
Spanish national interests. The trump cards of the PSOE during election campaign in 1986 were: (1)
the successful European integration; (2) the annual GDP growth around 2 per cent; and (3) reduction
of the inflation from 14 per cent in 1982 to 8 per cent in 1985. However, the government instead of
creating 800,000 new jobs, as it promised in 1982, presided over the destruction of another
500,000. Unemployment grew from 17 per cent in 1982 to 22 per cent in 1986. Such discouraging
statistics enabled Nicolas Redondo, a socialist deputy*, to make very critical statement, concerning
the benefits of the EC accession in 1985, "What is certain is that this version of market economy



which is presented to us as the only one possible and universal panacea, is bringing to our
country nothing other than greater unemployment, greater inequality and greater poverty" [19].

Since 1986 and up to the end of 1980s Spaniards became rather skeptical about the benefits
of membership. Alfred Tovias remarked, at the early stage of EC membership "Europe entered
Spain, not Spain Europe" [20]. For example, in 1988 only 28 per cent of Spaniards believed that
Spain really benefited from its membership in the EC [21]. Michael Newton and Peter Donaghy
explain, that disillusionment at the popular level was predictable, because there was no critical
attitude towards the EC membership at early stages of negotiation process between 1977 and
1986 [22].

To adjust Spanish economic, social, agrarian and fishing policy to the Common Market was a
hard task because of a number of reasons: (1) Spain was a country with large population and high
level of unemployment**; (2) Spain had giant fishing fleet, almost equal in size to that of the whole
Community, and the Community was interested in its restriction; (3) Spanish joining the
Common Market would threaten Mediterranean production (fruit and vegetables) of France and
Italy [23].

However, Spain was ready to sacrifice its national interests in order to gain the EU
membership. Although Spain joined the Community in 1986 with low inflation and satisfactory
GDP rate, it postponed free movement of labor forces up to seven years and was obliged to
reform its agricultural and fishing sectors within the same period. Still, the adjustment of fishery
exceeded the allotted period of 7 years and took about 17 years; so did the most competitive
sectors of Spanish agricultural output - fresh fruit and vegetables and olive oil - which required
about 10 years bringing them into the line with the Common Agricultural Policy [24].

Nevertheless, Spain was rather quick in adapting to the new EC/EU negotiating reality.
The defense of the national interests had been the key issue since membership. To pursue it,
Spain did not hesitate in using veto-power if so needed, as well as negotiating technique such
as cross-table bargains [25]. Spanish negotiating technique was successful and that was the
personal merit of Felipe Gonzalez. For instance, in 1992 the EU decided granted to Spain
lavish cohesion funds during Edinburgh Summit, hence the premier was accused of "begging"
by the opposition [26].

From the early stage Spaniards have held important posts in the institutions of the
European Union: e.g., the Socialist minister, Enrique Baron Crespo, held the post of president
of the Parliament for two and a half years between 1989 and 1992; Felipe Gonzalez headed
the Presidency of the Council of the European Union twice: in 1989 and 1995.

Spain identified its major allies in Europe at the beginning of 1980s. Charles Powell
noted that traditionally, European decision-makers in Madrid were influenced by the
Commission which work they evaluated as very efficient, and Felipe Gonzalez soon
established good working relationship with the Commission president Jacques Delors, whose
approach to European integration he largely shared [27]. Carlos Closa considers that the
greatest success of Spain's first presidency in the European Commission (1989) was the
adoption of the Delors Report on European Monetary Union [28]. The Spanish government
regarded EMU as the logical outcome of the single market program and turned a single
currency into "the best long-term interest of the Spanish economy" [29].

However, Carlos Closa, in his research on comparative perspective of the three Spanish
presidencies (1989, 1995 and 2002), has evaluated the results of the 1989 Presidency as
uneven. He underlines, that on the one hand, it surpassed expectations in the issues related to
the single market and political co-operation; on the other hand, the six-month presidency
brought little progress both to Spanish and European priority areas, because a number of
initiatives undertaken by Felipe Gonzalez were restricted with time limits [30].

Spain supported Economic and Monetary Union, being an enthusiastic signatory of the
Single European Act in February 1986 and the Treaty of European Union in February 1992.
The approbation of the Treaty on October 1992 was the highest stage of the Spanish



"Europeism": 314 Spanish parliamentarians voted in favour, 3 - contra, and 8 - abstained
[31]. During the debates leading to Maastricht, Spain concentrated on advancing three major
ideas: the notion of social and economic cohesion; the concept of a European citizenship; and
the development of the Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) [32]. However, the
opinion poll, conducted in spring 1993, revealed that only 37 per cent of the interrogated
Spaniards would have voted in favor of the Maastricht Treaty if they had been given such an
opportunity for the second time; 17 per cent would have voted against, and 45 percent could
not decide. Nevertheless, about 65 per cent of Spanish citizens kept the opinion that Spain's
membership in the EU was an advantage for Spain. According to Charles Powell, fluctuation
of the public opinion in 1990s, with qualitative approach towards Spanish EC membership,
was a good sign: enthusiasm and the "simple-mindedness" typical of early 1980s, were
replaced with realistic approach and resoluteness toward defending national interests [33].

3. Spanish European policy 1993-1996
Between July and December 1995 Spain occupied the Presidency of the European Union.

At the same time the country experienced internal political instability and general elections
could be called at any time. Gonzalez lost his majority in the Parliament after the elections of
1993, what forced him to rely on the support of Catalan nationalists led by Jordi Pujol (head
of the Catalan party Convergence and Union***) in order to remain in office. The opposition
attacked both the figures of Felipe Gonzalez and Jordi Pujol; besides, the fourth legislature of
the PSOE was identified with corruption scandals, and the Catalan over-representation in the
Parliament coursed the debates on Spanish multinational conception and equality among
Spanish autonomies [34].

Charles Powell considers that Spain belongs to that group of member states, for which
holding the EU presidency has the greatest domestic political value. And the Presidency of
1995, as stated by Charles Powell, "had an even higher internal component than that of 1989,
which was already considerable" [35].

Still Spanish Presidency of 1995 yielded to the one of 1989 its "Europeism", political
impulse and international hyperactivity. In 1995 the Socialist government was involved into
internal political battle: the Peoples' Party, which was the most influential opposition, headed
by Jose Maria Aznar, claimed, that Felipe Gonzalez could not head the Council, and insisted
on his discharging. It was clear, the PSOE was suffering deterioration, and since the Socialists'
era was approaching its sundown and all the attempts of the government to restore their
prestige were in vain, the analysts called the year of 1995 "lost year" for the PSOE. Hence
Gonzalez could not lose a prestigious opportunity to preside over the European Council, which
was able to neutralize weakness of the PSOE. In other words, the second Presidency acquired
all the properties of a "life jacket" for a "sinking" government [36].

However, both the Spanish government and Spanish officials in the Union put together
an ambitious program that combined general European development together with the issues
of particular interest to Spain. Although the PSOE suffered deterioration and the Spanish
presidency in 1995 was not as glorious and innovative as it was in 1989, Spain consolidated
its position and prestige within the Union.

In March 1995, the minister of foreign affairs, Javier Solana, set forth the objectives of
the Spanish Presidency in front of the Parliament. The priorities of the Spanish government
listed in the agenda were: (1) to foster the initiatives in economic and labor policy; (2) to get
ready for the Intergovernmental Conference in 1996; (3) to develop new strategy for the
Mediterranean region and launch the ministerial conference in Barcelona (27-28 November
1995); (4) to reinforce the relations with Latin America; (5) and contribute to developing of
defense policy [37].

In general, French daily Le Monde (article of 20 December 1995) evaluated the second
Spanish Presidency very positively. The Presidency was effective, if we examine the topics,
proposed for the agenda, and the decisions taken on them [38]. For instance, the European



Council, confirmed the timetable for EMU and chose the name "euro" for the new
currency. Besides Euro-issue, the Presidency promoted further links with the countries of
Latin America via inter-regional agreements with MERCOSUR****, and Mediterranean
countries, launching the Euro-Mediterranean Conference in Barcelona on 27-28 November,
1995 [39]. Though the PSOE government is charged with less lever of "Europeism" and lack
of initiative in European affairs while occupying the second Presidency, Carlos Closa has the
argument which justifies Spain's position, "Spain tried hard to co-ordinate with the preceding
Presidencies held by France and Germany, which had created a co-ordination mechanism (the
Spanish government was only invited after the agenda had already been established) [40]."

Conclusion
In order to answer our main research question: "Were Spain's national and European

components well-represented, under-represented or a balance achieved between them?" - we
need to summarize the achievements of the PSOE government both in the sphere of internal
policy influenced by European integration, and European policy, which the socialist
government pursued its four consecutive legislatures.

Here we have two mainstreams of national and European projection:
(1) On the one hand, the Kingdom of Spain had consistently favored the EU's leading

role in world affairs and was striving for gaining international weight for itself. Esther Barbe
and Antonio Moreno Juste argue that Spain's European "hyperactivity" [41] was caused by the
period
of isolation during Franco's dictatorship. The accession had granted the opportunity to
overcome Spain's shortcomings, so the state took full advantage of its EU membership.
Therefore, not surprisingly, Madrid chose Maastricht and the Single Currency - main events
of European integration. Had these been rejected, Spain would simply have taken one step
backwards [42].

(2) On the other hand, as Charles Powell has remarked, Spanish political initiatives on
the European level contrasted with its comparatively low level of economic development, its
consistently high levels of unemployment and its status as a "cohesion country". Would seem
as though Spain had sought to establish itself as one of the "hard core" [43] members of the
EU, but was just "a medium European country, which relative richness forms the tail of the
"club" to which it belongs", as one European diplomat accredited in Madrid noted in 1995
[44].

Because of its size and immense potential, Spain definitely did not fit into any of
Powell's categories, into which all other member states fell in 1996: (i) the very prosperous
and large; (ii) the very prosperous and small; and (iii) the less prosperous and small [45].

Nevertheless, Madrid always fought hard to retain its institutional status within the EU
and managed to form fruitful alliances. A period of deterioration, either political or economic
(1993-1995), may justify critical evaluation of the Socialist government in the mid of 1990s.
It is true, that the PSOE crisis at the end of "Socialist era" affected the European projection of
Spain, but it is erroneous to undervalue the whole European policy between 1982-1996.
Besides, if we take any European country, we see that each was exposed to "ups and downs"
on the way to European integration. Moreover, "ups and downs" are unavoidable and stipulate
future development.

*- Before the accession (first phase) Spain was overwhelmed with illusions. The
conclusion we derive from our first chapter on the pre-accessional period 1982-1985 is that
"political imperatives and a generally enthusiastic consensus regarding the desirability of
membership often prevailed over economic considerations" [46]. Spain jeopardized its
agriculture, fishery and social policy before the accession - but was ready to renegotiate its
conditions being a full member of the EU, and benefit from cohesion funds. Here we may
state that the European interests prevailed. However, national [economic issues] were not
randomly neglected, but put aside for further renegotiation in Brussels.



The second phase (1987-1992) is often called "golden age of Spanish Socialism”. Here
we may conclude that Spain achieved the balance between national and European interests,
although the European component was slightly over-represented because of Spanish
"hyperactivity". Spain supported both Economic and Monetary Union, being an enthusiastic
signatory of the Single European Act in February 1986 and the Treaty of European Union in
February 1992. It also assumed the EC Presidency in 1989, culminating in the Madrid summit
at which member states agreed that Phase One of EMU would begin on 1 July 1990 [47].
Still, another important achievement of the "golden age", according to Charles Powell, was
that enthusiasm and the "simple-mindedness" typical of early 1980s, were replaced with
realistic approach and resoluteness toward defending national interests [48].

The last Socialist legislature, 1993-1995, together with the second Presidency of the
European Council in 1995, was not as innovative with regard to European policy. Spanish
priority during its second Presidency was to launch the Euro-Mediterranean Conference in
Barcelona, based on intensive preparatory work. The European Council confirmed the
timetable for EMU and chose the name "euro" for the new currency [49]. Still, Carlos Closa
argues that the second Presidency and PSOE last legislature minded national interests more
than European ones. Oil crisis, political crisis, difficulties with adjusting agriculture and
fishery - all these factors distracted Spain's attention from European vanguard.

Spain took full advantage of the EU policies and advanced its convergence with the
more economically developed member states and proved its status of constructive and
responsible partner. The striving for the balance between European and national interests was
the prerogative of the government of Felipe Gonzalez, and even though some aspects of the
Socialist economic and social policies were weak, the foreign one - with its "Europeanist" -
approach was a success, and therefore a less criticized issue.
* Nicolas Redondo was PSOE deputy, General secretary of Spanish Trade Union.
** Socialists failed to create 800,000 jobs" - promise, given in 1982.
*** In Catalan: Convergencia і Unio (CiU).
**** The countries forming MERCOSUR are Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay.
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Статья освещает европейскую политику Испании правительства Фелипе
Гонсалеса. Особое внимание уделено исследованию реформистского импульса,
который предшествовал вступлению Испании в ЕЭС; консервативному и социально-
либеральному периоду политики социалистов после вступления в ЕЭС; а также
председательством Испании в Совете Европейского Союза в 1989 и 1995 годах.

Пересматривая последствия членства Испании в ЕС с позиции национальных
интересов, автор приходит к выводу, что страна смогла получить наибольшую выгоду
от политики ЕС благодаря стремлению правительства Фелипе Гонсалеса
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сбалансировать европейские и национальные интересы Королевства Испании.
Ключевые слова: ЕЭС/ЕС, социалистическая эра, европеизм, национальные

интересы, европейский структурный фонд и фонд сплочения, интеграция.

The present article reviews Spanish European policy during the government of Felipe
Gonzalez. Particular attention is devoted to researching the reformist impulse preceding the
EEC accession; conservative and social-liberal period after the EEC accession; and Spanish
Presidencies in the Council of the European Union in 1989 and 1995.

Revising the aftermath of the EU membership in terms of national interests, the author
concludes that Spain was able to take full advantage of the EU policies because the
government of Felipe Gonzalez made striving for the balance between European and national
interests their prerogative.

Key words: the EEC/EU, Socialist era, the PSOE, Europeanist approach, national
interests, European structural and cohesion funds.


